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VECl'ORIZATlDN ON TRE STAR COMPUTER 
OF SEVERAL NUMERICAL METHODS 
FOR A FLUID FLOW PROBLEM 
By Jules J. Lambiotte, Jr., and Lona M. Howser 
Langley Research Center 
S U W Y  
A reexamination of some numerical methods is considered in light of the new class 
of computers which use vector streaming to achieve high computation rates. A study has 
been made of the effect on the relative efficiency of several  numerical methods applied to 
a particular fluid flow problem when they are implemented on a vector computer. 
method of Brailovskaya, the alternating direction implicit method, a fully implicit method, 
and a new method called partial implicitizatfon have been applied to the problem of deter- 
mining the steady-state solution of the two-dimensional flow of a viscous incompressible 
fluid in a square cavity driven by a sliding wall. 
The 
The characteristics of the Control Data STAR computer have been used in this study. 
The timing of vector operations has been considered to develop order of computation con- 
cepts foi the STAR computer. 
Results were obtained on the Control Data 66CO computer system for three mesh 
sizes and a comparison was made  of the methods for serial computation. The methods 
were vectorized for the STAR computer and expected timings were used to compare one 
iteration of each vectoi*ized version as a function of grid size. The methods which are 
explicit in form are shewn b vectorize better than the implicit methods in tbe sense that 
they allow the use of large vectors in the computations. This advantage bec\:.mes less 
important as the number of grid poirits increases. Two implementations of ;he alternating 
direction implicit method are presented, one of which uses a proposed parallel algorithm 
for solving a tridiagonal system of equaticns. This algorithm is shown to possess unde- 
sirable characteristics with respect to the STAR computer. Another disadvar'tage cf the 
alternating direction implicit method, poor program locality in a paging environment, is 
pointed out and a possible solution ,is proposed. 
INTRODUCTION 
The introduction of the Control Data STAR vector streal ing computer necessitates 
the reevaluation of many numerical methods presently being used on a serial computer. 
The relative efficiency of known met\ods may change when they are used on a vector com- 
p t e r .  Also, new methods will be, and have been, formulated for use on the advanced 
computers. The process of organizing the data and calculations within a numerical method 
so that the operations performed take advantage of the STAR vector instructions available 
is referred to as the vectorization of the method. This report presents the results of a 
study into the effect of vectorization on several  numerical methods currently being used 
for fluid flow problems. AIBO included in the study is a new method proposed for the STAR 
computer. 
A natural classification of finite-difference methods for a time-dependent solution to 
a fluid flow problem is either as an explicit or implicit method. An explicit method 
expresses the updated solution -variable at each grid point a t  tine t + At as a function of 
previously computed information. These methods are relatively easy to formulate but 
have the disadvantage of requiring a small time s tep to maintain numerical stability. An 
implicit method expresses n relationship between all or some of the solution variables at 
the updated time simultaneously; this gives rise to the necessity of solving a set of simul- 
taneous equations. The implicit algorijAms normally have no stability restrictions in 
theory but are more difficu1.t to use h an efficient manner. 
The two-dimensional flow of a viscous incompressible fluid iri a square cavity driven 
by a sliding wall was chosen as a model problem. Both explicit and implicit methods were 
used on a serial computer (Control Data 6600 computer system) to obtain results for three 
grid sizes. The methods chosen for this problem were the method of Brailovskaya (BR), a 
two-step explicit method; the alternating direction implicit method (ADI); a fuily implicit 
method (F'I); and a new method by Randolph A. Graves, Jr., called partial implicitization 
(PI). After obtaining results on the serial computer, these methods, with some variations 
and exceptions, were then coded for the STAR computer using a FORTRAN-like language 
which has vector instructions. Timings were then obtzined based on estimates supplied by 
Control Da'a Corporation. These timing. give a sample of the effect of vectorization on 
the relative efficiency of the several  methods. 
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STATEMENT OF "HE PROBLEM 
The problem chosen wa8 to find the steady-state solution for the flow 0: a v ~ c o u s  
incompressible fluid in a square cavity driven by a sliding wall a8 shown in figure 1. 
4 Since it vias the purpose of this report only to compare several methods when applied to a 
representative problem, this pai.ticular problem was chosen because of its relative sim- 
plicity and the availability of previous results (refs. I and 2). 
The governing equations are written in a time-dependent form and the solution pro- 
cess is a time-marching procedure to the steady-state solution. By introducing the 
stream function q(x,y) and vorticity <(x,y), the governing equations become, after suit- 
abIy nondimensionalizing and scaling the time by a factor NRt, 
vat) f -f (1) 
* = O  (for all walls) 
(for moving wall) 
The value of 100 is used for the Reynolds sumber in ail ccz;ctations. 
The boufic?ary values for < are computed from equation (I) and the boundary con- 
ditions for +. (See refs. 1 and 2 and the discussion on pp. 6 and 7 for mors complete 
details.) 
5 
SERLAL SULUTIONS 
Several methods were used on a CDC 6600 computer to obtain results. The unit 
square was divided into an equally spaced n by n grid n e h r k  and the differential 
equations (1) and (2) were expressed in a finite-differznce form. In all methods, central 
ditferences were used for the discretization yielding an O(h2 spatial approximation to 
the original equations where h = 1For example, n +  1' 
Ia the notation used herein (fig. l), 
Similarly, the Laplacian operator becomes 
, 
-1 1i 
i 
5 
f 
i 
-i 
I 
t 
1 
i 
i 
For the purposes of this report, the Poisson-equation (1) was considered to be an 
auxiliary equation and was solved in an identical fashion for each methad; therefore, its 
solution time was not included in the timings presented. It was solved in a11 cases by a 
fully implicit metkicd. This involved the solution of a positive defbite banded system of 
equations and was achieved with a banded Choleskg decomposition scheme. 
Figure 2 shows fie program flow chart. The initial Co was taken as n copies 
a vector which was ord?r of mz-.gnaitude correct with the results of Mills (ref. 1) at the 
center line of the grid. For a given estimate of CK, equation (1) can be solved for qK 
(originally K = 0). Now tK+1 c m  be computed on the four boundaries. Let 
N = n + 1; then, the four toundary equatiocs are a3 follows: 
6 
Right boundary, 
Lett boundary, 
Lower boundary, 
These equations are derived by assumjng the existence of an imaginary point autside the 
boundary and using the governing equations at the boundary to eliminate it. Figure 3 
illustrates this procedure for the right buundary. 
The competation of 
previowIy mentioned methods. The finite-difference form for equation (2) is 
‘*l at the interior paints is now performed by one of the 
where 
I J -  
h2 h2 
%,I = +i* j+l  - *i, j-1 
%,j = +i+1,j - %l,j 
The time superscript has been deliberately deleted from the vorticity g since this is a 
function of the various methods. All JI values are assumed to be J/Y 
i 
i 
I 
i 
i 
i 
1 
I 
Braflovskaya's Method 
Braibvskaya proposeti a two-step method in wbich intermediate vcrticity values 
are computed from equation (8) by using from time step K (see, for example, 
ref. 3) and then the intermediate vahres are inserted into the convective terms. The equa- 
tions for this problem become 
Brailovskaya's method (BR) is an explicit mefhOd and is stability limited. Carter 
(ref. 3) has analyzed the stabiHty of BR on the Navier-Stokes equations. Adapting the 
present prciblem to his analysis yields the stability criterion 
At & 0.205h2 
"he method i'iself is comparatively simple to implement. Note that the work 
involved is O(n2) per time step since equations (9) and (10) are evaluated for each of 
the n2 gridpoints. 
Alternating Direction fmplicit Method 
The alternating direction implicit method (ADI) uses two difference equations a t  
each point in alternate sweeps through the grid (ref. 4). At t = 2K + 1, equation (8) is 
written, a row at a time, with spatial derivatives implicit in the x-direction and explicit 
in the y-direction. Thus, equation (8) L.ecomes 
t 
! 
for each horizontal line of points in the grid. 
c 2 s  
B 4 s  
Multiplying by h2 and gathertng terms yields fi” equation (11) a syatem of equaiions 
Now, let y = J Ay for the JLh row. Then, 
1 
where if 
then, 
2K+l 
tn,r 
Both Ri,l and R. 1,n have an extra term since differencing about cl, and Cn, 
includes the known values oil the left and right bomdaries, respectively. 
fied from equation (12f) as follows: 
They are modi- 
2Ki-1 %,J = R1y J - J ‘1,J 
*n,J’ Rn,J’ cn+l,J n,J 
2K+1 
9 
. 
q f 
I !  t 
This system of equations is often solved by Thomas' algorithm, vhich is equivalent 
-- to a Gaussian elimination factorization of the matrix without pivoting. The steps of the 
I 
I algorithm, dropping the J subscript for simplicity, are 
~1 B 
". 
P1 = C d W l  
Then, 
(j = 2, 3, . . ., n-1) 
x 
> 
f , z (13 b) 
i (j = n-I, n-2, . . ., 1) 
For each row of the grid (J = I, 2, . . ., n), a similar structured system is geneiated 
which is similarly solved. Zach row is solved independently of the other. This fact is 
taken advantage cf when t5e solution process is set  up for the STAR computer. 
When the direction for the next time step 2K + 2 is alternated so that the implicit- 
ness is in t!e discretization of the derivatives in the y-direction, the following equz:iooc, 
which is similar to equati,on (81, is obtained: 
10 
I 
i 
! 
1 
i 
t 
i 
f 
Now, the equations for the Ith column (that is, x = S &) become 
1 
I’  * 
*e?e using equations ( l a ) ,  (12b5, and (124 
*I,j = At - d”&j 
Modifying as previously yields 
The amount of computation involved in the solution of eqmtion (12) by Thomas’ 
algorithm is O(n) and, hence, i!it% zompuhtion per time step for the r, systems is 
O(n2). The changing of directions presents added programing coii;;?leAty but the alterna- 
tion of direction is necessary since it is this process that gives tko unconditional stability 
after two equal time Sfeps. 
Performing a linearized stability analysis (ref. 4) for this problem results in 
The ampl€ficatfon factor g is given by 
where kl and 5 areconstantsand 
The Von Neumann condition for stability is (@g 1. This condition is satisfied since g' 
is composed of two factors and each factor is of the form 
a + i b  f = -  
e - i b  
where la1 5< let. Hence, it can be shown that 1: 1 S I l L  
Fully Implicit Method 
For the fully implicit method (FI) t!e values of <i,j in equation (8) are taken at 
time K + 1; this results in the following equation for the i , j  point: 
where 
Di,j = At 4- dYi,j GiSj = At + F = -4At - h2 
Equations (16) satisfies the Von Neumann condition for stability since here the amplifica- 
tion factor g is 
1 g;= 
l i Q s i n 2 L + s i n  ( Ax - ") + i(2cr1 sin kl Ax - 202 sin % Ay 
2 2 
and clearly 181 2 1 since g is ofthGt form g = - *ere a z I. 
a + i b  
12 
$ 
1 
i 
. 
t 
i. 
The use of FI introduces several computatfo.\al burdens. The resulting matrix is 
n2 by n2 and when a raw by row ordering scheme is used, It becomes a banded matrix. 
This matrix is said to have a bandwidth of n and when banded programing techniques are 
used, the order of computation is O(n4) and the required storage is O(n3) which is 
considerably higher than that required by ADL It should also be noted that although the 
band itself is sparse, it quickly f iUs  so that after the elimination of the first n variables 
(one row) the submatrix fa r  the next n variables is full, Thus, it is not possible to take 
advantage of sparsity within the band. Figure 4 shows the band structure and the f i l l  that 
occurs after the first n variables are eliminated. 
The reasons FI was considered in spite of these disdvantages are as follows: 
(1) Recent advances :in sparse matrix theory reduce these computation and storage 
figures to 0 ( ~ 3 )  and o(n2 log2 n), respectiveiy. ( ~ e e  ref. 5.) 
nonvectorizable. 
(2) The solution procedures for the tridiagonal systems in AD1 appear- % 
(3) It was considered possible that FI might have better convergence properties 
than AD1 (require fewer steps to reach steady state). 
Method of Partial Impiicitization 
The method of partial implicithation (PI) has recently been proposed by Graves 
(ref. 6). In this method he has been able to express <n+l explicitly in terms of past 
1, f information and at the same time re+& the stability characteristics of a $illy implicit 
method. 
The derivation for the stated problem proceeds in the following manner. Observe 
from equation (le), which is repeated for convenience, 
that the five grid points included in &-e general equation form the familiar star or cross 
pattern with cilj at the cen.ter. &-ed upon the presumption that it is these four neigh- 
bors that exert the most influence upon the solution at that point, Lhe general equation for 
each of the four neighbors is also written. References to grid points within the s t a r  for 
fi,j are made implicitly, whereas those outside are expressed explicitly. The resulting 
five equations can be expressed in matrix form as follows: 
I 
13 
I 
F 0 Hi, j+ l  0 0 
F =i-1, j 0 0 
Di,r F Ei,j Hi, 
0 0 GiJ-1 0 F 
I: 0 0 Di+l,j F 0 
where 
1 -K j-il L 
K+l by using Cramer's rule. The result is Matrix equation (18) is solved for C i, I 
F~ - (Ei,j Di+l,j  + Hi,j Gi,j-l + D. i , j  Ei-1,j + Gi,j Hi,j+l) 
Equation (19) can be used for all the interior points except the points adjacent to the 
boundary. Although it is possible in such a case to simply remove the equation for the 
borlndary point from the system and rederive the expression for <K+', i t  is desirable 
for the vector operation of the STAR computer to maintain formula (19) for all points. 
This objective can be accomplished by modifying some of the appropriate constants in 
matrix equation (18). For example, let g. be a point adjacent to the top boundary. 
the same format as matrix equation (18) as follows: 
I , j  
1, j 
is known. The resulting four equations to be solved can be expressed in Then Ci , j+ l  
I ..-rc - -_ - , -  * . w w  
14 
0 
F 
Di,l 
0 
0 
-*..-.n 
.I- 
Hi, f+  1 
si-1, j
%+l, f 
Gi, j-1 
F 
0 
0 
Ei,f 
F 
0 
Ki- 1 
= ~~ Mi,] 
where the following changes ape made to arrays of coefficients and right-hand-side con- 
stants given in ma&k equation (18): 
First, 
then, 
K + l  
Mi,j %, j - si, j+lGi,  j 
Gi,j = O 
%,j+l = * 
The system of matr-r equa ion (20) is n W 
and equation (19) can be used for this point also. 
(20c) 
mrect for the point near the boundary 
Simiiar logical changes can-be made for 
points near the other boundaries and near the corners. The amount of computation for 
PI is O(n2) but requires about twice as many operations as ADQ however, the explicit 
nature of PI allows it to vectorize much better than AD1 on the STAR computer and, in 
fact, the simplici- of the PI form may make it popular on a serial computer. 
The stability df this method Fnas been verified for the two-dimer!sionrrl heat equation 
and by Graves for Burgers’ equation. The grid sizes run for this problem showed no sta- 
bility constraints and in fact demonstrated a seemingly complete insensitivity to At. 
Results of Serial Computations 
The results from the comput..tion.u done on the CDC 6600 computer using the fovr 
methods are presented in table I. The best results are reported for each method. The 
following observations can be made regarding these results: 
- * - <  
15 
I 
I 
, 
. --- 
E 
i 
I 
1 
1 
i 
i 
I 1 
i 
i 
! 
' I  
t 
f 
I 
. . .  i .  1 
$ 
: i  (I) Despite the fact tk& the Fl bok fewer totat steps to reach convergence, its 
j large computation time heavily negated this slight advantage. Since it did not show any 
great advantage over the other two stable methods, it w i l l  be omitted from consideration 
in the rest of this report. i (2) AD1 and BR took approximately the same amount of time per step and PI 
(3) Neither PI  nor AD1 greatly reduced the total number of steps to convergence. 
required about twice that amount. 
On the average they took aimut one-third as many steps. Interestingly, PI had the 1 
characteristic of being insensitive fo the size of At selected if At was greater than i 
some number. For &iy At  larger than this value, steady state was reached in the same 1 
number of steps. AD1 always reached a pint at which a larger At would Cause the 
'I 
results to diverge toward infinity. 
many steps. 
i 
t 
(4) As n doubled, the ADI, BR, and PI methods required about four times as 
(5) Of the three methods under consideration, AD1 performed the best and PI and 
BR performed about the same. 
f 
j 
i 
VECTORZZATION OF THE PROBLEM 
General Characteristics of Vector Timing 
The STAFt computer obtains an effective increase in computational speed by streani- 
ing consecutively stored data from the memory, through pipeline Fzocessing units, and 
back to memory so that the elapsed time between the prxiuction of successive results is 
much less than the time frcni beginning to end of any one computation. This process 
requires that the data be organized intG & -ector format (that is, stored in consecutive 
locatbns in memory) and &at the computations use STAR vector instructions. 
Since a comparison or different vector implementations is desired, it is necessary 
to first look at  the general timing for a vector operation and understand its implicakions. 
The general form, given in clocks (1 clock = 40 canoseconds), is 
t ' T = s + -  L 
where 
* time for operation, clocks 
, -I 
. T  
S startup time, clocks i 
I' length of vector 
L number of resuIts per  clock 
16 
! 
Some representative STAR timings are given in table IL These timings are based on a 
unpublished preliminary STAR timing summary (Aug. l b  12) supplied by Control Data 
Corporation and, inasmuch as they are preliminary timings, are subject to change. 
The dartup time represents an inefficiency in the use of vector instructions. 
Obviously, the timing is best for a particular computation if it  is performed with long 
sectors and few startups, if possible. 
erated but also on whether they were performed wi th  a few long vectors o r  with many 
short vectors, i t  is convenient to introduce some notation and definitions to describe the 
vector implementation in an order sense. 
a parameter n which in some w2y characterizes the bize of the Lask In discussing 
quantities related to the computation of the task, the cbncept of order of magnitude at 
idini tywithrespect to  n isused. Specify that f(n) = O(g(n)) (readas "f and g 
f(n) f 6) are of the same order of magnitude for large nrr) if lim - exists and lim -= K 
-DQ g(n) g(n) 
where O < K  00. 
Since the timing for a computation depends not only upon how many results are gen- 
Presume that there isa c o ~ p u t a t i o d  task to perform which has associated with it 
For compactness of notation n is suppress& and f = O(g) is written i f  Lh6 param- 
eter involved is clearly defined. Note that,in the statement f = O(g),  g iS not uniquely 
In the examples given herein, t!!e simp&esL expression is always used; that is, 
defined by f; that is, 5n 3 + 6n 2 + 12 = O(Sn3 i enZ) = .(!in3) = 0 (10n3) = O(n3). 
5n 3 + 6n 2 i- 12 = O(n'). 
Consider now the implementation of the presumed computational task. In the fol- 
lowing discussion, m, 2 ,  and k are assumed to be functions of n, and the usual imple- 
mentation that carr ies  out the computations on a serial computer or on the STAR com- 
puter without vector operations (referred to as the scalar mode) is assumed to require 
O(m) calculations. There may be z m y  vector implementatlons (vectorizations) of th2 
task a d  it is assumed that a particular vectorization M requires O(k) vector opera- 
tions whose average length is O(2). The vector order of computation of such a vectoriza- 
tfon M is denoted by Gt(k). 
Definition: The degree of vectorization by vectorization M, denoted by DV(M), is mf'k 
be any f(n) which is O(m/k). As before, the simplest form is used, 
which operate in wallel), DV(M) could be called the speedup I ttio. On the STAR com- 
puter, DV(M) is only an indication of the speedup. 
Again, since m and k are not unique. DY(M) is not unique, and DV(M) can 
On an ideal parallel computer (one which has an infinite number of prccesiors 
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Definition: Vectorhation M is a consistent vectorization if t k  = O(m); othezwise, 
An inconsistent vectorhation is hence one that produces a higher order of total 
it fs called inconsistent. 
results than the serial algorithm it replaces. Since the high-order term for the timing 
of the scalar algorithm is klm and for a e  inconsistent algorithm is k$k (for some 
constants kl and $), it is guaranteed that as n - Q), the scalar algorithm becomes 
better than the vectorized algorithm. Naturally, the value of n for which this happens 
depends upon the coefficients avolved and the relationship between kt and m. There 
are examples of parallel. algorithms proposed whicn, if vectorized, would not be consist- 
ent. They are designed with the ideal parallel computer as the model and assume that 
timing is proportional to the number of vector operations involved and independent of the 
length of the vectors. This assumption is not valid for the STAR computer. However, 
there may be regions of vector lengths where these algorithms can be useful but with 
reduced gains. The recursive docbling algorithm of Stone (ref. 7 )  is an example of an 
inconsistent vectorhatioil and fs discussed in more detail subsequently. 
vectorization of the task ,whose degrte  of vectorization is of higher order. Certainly this 
is true of vectorization M if DV(M) = m. It should be emphasized that the term 
"optimaPC refers only to the vectorhation of the particular task in question. If that task 
is only a part of the  0ver.U solution procedure, then an approach in which that task vector- 
izes optimally need not bc the best approach to take. For example, if the vectorization of 
several iterative methods is considered, and specifically the vectorizathn of the computa- 
tions invol .ed in one iteration of each method, it is possible that one iteration of a method 
with poor convergence rates can be vectorized optimally, whereas a method with good 
convergence rates may have a vectorization of lesser degree. The method with the opti- 
mal vectorization is not necessarily the best approach to use since it requires more 
iterations. 
A consistent vectorization is corsidered to be optimal if rrtere is no other consistent 
. 
. -  
To illustrate the use of these terms, consider the vectorhation of fm approaches 
for adding two n by n matrices, nzmely, 
C - A + B  
Vectorhation MI: Let each column of the matrices be a vector. Then, n vector adds 
of length n yield 
This vectorization is an(n], and DV(Ml) = n2 = n. 
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':'ectorization &I2: Tyeat the whole matrix as one vector of length n2. Then, 
a 
T 2 = 3 3 + E  2 
This vectorization is Gn2(1), and DV(M2) = 2 = n 2 . Note that both M1 and Ma 
1 vectorizations are consistent and M2 is optimal. 
The following featmes about timing are illustrated by this example. 
(1) The serial ordt; of computation O(n2) is reflected in both timings. 
(2) Vectorization M I Z  is superior to MI because it has fewer startup times. 
Note, however, that this difference shows up in a lower order term of the timing. There- 
fore, as n - -, the two vectorizations become essentially equivalent in an order sense 
since - .L 1. For smaller values of n, the lower terms are more important and 
T1 -- n. 
*2 
T1 
T2 
(3) Since scalar timings for an C(n2) task would be Ts = kn2, it has  no lower 
order terms and for small  values of n could be competitive with vector. operations. 
(4) For consistent vectorizations, DV(M) is a meaningful rough comparison of the 
vectorization in terms of computations. 
In many applications it will be  possible to specify or desc r3e  the efficiency of the 
vectorization of subtasks of the total problem but very difficult to dsterm.ine the best 
approach to the overall solution of the problem. For instance, in the problem in this 
r e p x t ,  the smphasis has been on comparing the vectorization of the task of advancing the 
solution om . step in time. The methods can be compared on this basis, but to specify, in 
general, L best method when one considers the total number of steps required €or each 
method is cLLfiicult, if not impossible, and usually quite problem dependent. Therefore, 
results have been given in terms of what is reasonably cowtant for most problems of 
this type, namely, the computation time requirc ' to perform one step toward steady state. 
Results will  be given for total soluurion time for the three grid sizes computed on tbe CDC 
6600 computer. 
The vectorization of the various methods for this problem provides an excellent 
cross  section of the philosophies involved in the selection of a method for the STAR com- 
puter. Firsi, there is BR which runs slowly on a serial computer but vectorizes opti- 
mally. T h a ,  there is AD1 which outperforms BR se r i a l ly  but seemingly does not do 
well on the STAR CompUtti. because of the serial nature of the solution of a tridaqonal 
system. Two vectorizations of iUn we presented in this report. The first ib-ipl?lnen- 
tation ST utilizes a new parallel atgcrithm by Stone which was formulated LU solve each 
tridiagonal sys t ex  in a parallel fashion. This vectorization is found to be inconsistent. 
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The second implementation involv=s no new mathematics but only the recognition that the 
n tridiagonal systems are identicar in form and independent af each other. Thus, the 
sbndard algorithm of Thomas can be us& to solve all n systems at the same time. 
This approach is referred to as RT '.or repeated tasks. In this implementation, the 
importance of data storage in STAR is emphasized. Finally, there is PI. This stable 
method is particularly well suited for the STAR computer since the solution is computed 
by an explicit-type formula which vectorizes very effectively. The vectorizatim of PI 
and BR demonstrates the importance of nontrcjl vectors. 
Each vectorized version is c o m p e d  with the others through estimated STAR 
timings, The relative speeds of the m-torized versions are compared with the relative 
speeds of their serial counterparts to denLonstrate the effect Lf rectorhation on the meih- 
ods and also to quantify some of the order concepts developed earlier in the report. 
Assumed FORTRAN Extensions 
The programs presented a re  coded in a FORTRAN-like language with extensions for 
Vector operations. Since the language which w i l l  actually be used has not been finalized, 
the code given here is only presumed to be representative of the final version. Several 
liberties will be taken with the code in order to make it more readable. Thesc w i l l  be  
pointed out. A description of the FORTRAN extensions used follows. 
Implied DO 
A sequence of elements from ?n array A can be specified by an implied reference 
A(Ml'M2:M3) where M l ,  M2, M3 have the same meaning as they do in the DO state- 
ment DO 50 I = M1, M2, M3. All vector operations must involve consecutive loca- 
tions in core. Therefore, it is presumed that the reference A(I:J), which represents 
A(I), A(I+l), . . ., A(J), will generate vector operations, whereas A(I:J:2), which repre- 
sents A@), A(I+2), . . ., A(J), will generate scalar code. It is also possible to use 
implied DO references within mu!tidimensional a r r a y s  as long as the reference occurs 
only in one of the indices, for example, A(1,l:M) or A(l:N, J). Note also that if the 
STAR computer stores arrays by columns first, then the latter reference is to consecutive 
1:ications and therefore can be considered to be a vector, whereas the former reference 
cannot. 
BIT 
BIT is a type statement identifying a variable or a r r a y  of variables each to be one 
bit long. 
CTRL 
The STAR computer has in i ts  hardware instruction set  the capability to use a con- 
trol vector with i t s  normal vector instructions. The control vector is a string of bits 
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where each consecutive bit corresponds to a consecutive element of a vector generated or 
computed in some vector operation. If a bit is a I, the corresponding element of the 
result vector is stored. If the bit is a 0, this computation is not stored but merely dis- 
carded. The assumed FORTRAN code to use this feature will be 
A = B .CTRL. (EX) 
where EX is an expression giving rise to an array or vector of results, and B is a bit 
vector declared in the BIT statement. As an example of i ts  use, consider the following 
program: 
DIMENSXON A1(6), A2(6), C(6) 
BPT B(6) 
C = B .CTRL. (A1 +A2) 
END 
Assume that Al, A2, C, and B have the following data before computation: 
c = [2,2,2,2,2,2] 
A1 = [3,3,3,3,3,33 
A2 = 14,4,4,4,4,4] 
B = [l,l,O,l,O,~ 
C = [7,7,2,7,2,7] 
Then after computation, 
This feature is desirable in boundary value problems because it allows one to include 
the boundary points in the a r r a y s  of variables and thereby form a vector which includes 
all grid points. One can then use this long vector in an expression which is valid for the 
interior points, but .lot for the boundaries, and ye t  which does not destroy the good infor- 
mation at the bowdaries by overstoring it with a quantity computed using an invalid 
q u a t  ion. 
Two-dimensional arrays are assumed to be stored by  the STAR compilttr by columns. 
For cLqrity in reading, the capability to reference a two-dimensional array ES if it were  
singly dimensioned is assumed. 
Vectorization of Brailovskaya's Method 
The equations for BR are of the form 
K K K K K 
I 
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Since each value of vorticity and each coefficient used iri the right-bid side of the 
equation are the result of a calculation at the last time step, ir is possible to perform the 
calculations with vectors of length n2 by using the following procedure. Let 2 be a 
FORTRAN array containing the v a d e s  for tune K. First, c o m p t e  the coefficients F. 
using vectors of length n2, and store the result in the array F. Next, perioorm the vector 
multipIication F*Z and store the result in the temporary vector T1. Similarly, compute 
D*Z withtheproperoffset in Z ands tare  in T2, Then, add T1 and T2. Contimein 
this fashion until .ne entire equation has been computed. This vectorization is obviously 
On$) and is an optimal vectorization for the task. The coding in appendix A does not 
perform the computations in precisely this order since it is possible$o take advantage of 
similarities in the two steps of BR. 
l,j7 
- 
The STAR FORTRAN coding uses vectors of length n2 with the siorage arrangement 
as shown in figure 5(a), where the elements are stored consecutively by columns beginning 
in the lower left-hand corner. The grid 2s shown in the figure includes the boundaries so 
that all the information needed to compute the interior points i s  contained in the vector. 
All the vectors needed in the computation are used in this manner and since it is necessary 
to give the starting and the ending location of the vector, the proper offsets must be com- 
puted for the vector instructions. This is done at the beginning of the coded example. To 
compte  the first result, Z(MC), :our points are needed. The subscripts of these points 
are used as t\e beginning subscripts for the implied DO notation. The last result com- 
puted is Z(NC). The Subscripts of the points it needs are used as the ending subscripts 
in the implied DO notation. The results are computed in order from Z(MC) to Z(NC). 
A bit control vector is used to prohibit storing results on the boundaries. The bits 
in the control vector corresponding to the boundaries have the value 0, and the remaining 
bits corresponding to the interior points have tile value 1- (See fig. 5(b).) 
The STAR FORTRAN coding for the Brailovskaya method is given in appendix A. 
Vectorization of Method of Partial Implicitization 
Since the general equation for PI has the  same form as for BR, i t  is again an  
Cn2(1) vectorization and, hence, is optimal. In order to maintain an order of n2 vector- 
ization for the method of partial implicitization, i t  is necessary to use  equation (19) €or the 
computation of all the interior points. In the evaluation of Ki, j, 
appearing in equation (19), the points ‘fi .+2, ‘fi-2,j, ‘fit2,j, and ‘fi,j-2 =€,needed. 
7 1  
For t. 
appended to the original grid points, one on the left side and one on the ri@t s i d z  Now 
the vector contains an appropriate number of elements and thus equation (19) can always 
be used without referencing nonexistent points. It does not matter what the contents of 
the tm appended columns are because, as noted earlier, for the points adjacent to the 
Li, j, Ni,j, and Oitl 
adjacent to the boundaries, these points do not e s t ;  therefore, two columns are 
1, j 
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boundaries, equatton (19) is modified as described by equations (20a) to (2Od) so that the 
terms containing the nonexistent points are multiplied by a factor of 0 or are reevaluated. 
In the FORTFAN program, the terms I), E, G, H, K, L, My N, and 0 are all 
evaluzted by using vector instructions of lengtii n2. Next, the modifications are made 
according to equations (20a) to (2Od). Some of the modifications can UEI? vector instruc- 
tions of length n, whereas others will be scaiar code. Then, equation (19) is computed - 
try L s i n g  vector :a:tructions of length n2. 
figdre S(a), where the elements are stored consecutively by columns beginning in the lower 
left-hand corner. All vectors have the same length even though they may not be filled 
completely. This is useful when computing; subscripts because corresponding elements 
in the vectors have the same relative iocations. To compute each result, the twelve 
closest points are needed in the eqwtion. The results are computed in order beginning 
with !Z(MC) andendingwith Z(NC). 
The STAR FORTRAN coding uses vectors with the storage arrangement as shown in 
A bit control vector is wed to prohibit storing the results OF. the bocndaries. The 
bits corresponding to the boundaries and the two appended colurms have the value 0 and 
the remaining interior bits corresimnding to tne interior points have the value 1. (See 
fig. W.9.) 
The boundaries are computed as they are in Brailovskaya’s method; therefore, the 
code is not repeated in this example. TI..= STAR FORTRAN coding for the p a r t s  implic- 
itization method is given in appendix B. 
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Vectorization of Alternating Direction Implicit Method by Repeated Tasks 
As stated previously, the use of AD1 gives rise to n different systems of equa- 
tions, each tridiagonal ana each independent of ‘&e results of the others. The task of 
solving any one of these systems is serial in nature 8s evidenced by the recursive nature 
of equations (13a) and (13b). However, it is possible to obtain a degree of parallelism by 
noting that each task has  n-fold repetitiveness in that the operations required to solve the 
first system are repeated for the other n-1 systems. Therefore, by correctly arranging 
the coefficients in storage, Thomas’ zl.lgdrithm can be used in the vector mode. For 
instance, if Ci is assumed to be a STAEZ vector composed of the following elements (see 
fig. 7) 
ci = (i = 1, 2, . . ., n) 
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ami the same is done for Ai,Di, then Thomstss algorithm can be used in the same form as 
equations (13a) .and (1Sh) except that each operation is now a vector operatton of length n. 
~ h l s  vector iT~ion is then on Sn(n) vectorbation of an o(n2) task. 
To actually implement this idea, one has to be certain that the coefficients t iat  are 
to be used as vectors are stored consecutively. Since the coefficients must be computed 
and each is the result of an operation on elements of indexed arrays, it seems possible and 
is desirable to compute and store the coefficients by usir?g vector operations. 
In order to illustrate the b lxxtance  of mzking the correct decision about data organ- 
ization in vectorizing the prcriHems, consider the specific grid in figure 5(a) for n = 5. 
Assume that the FOKTBAN vector PEE and ZETA contain 
and 
and that th'e first step is implicit in the p-direction. Then, for example, 
c1 = 
'Ai 
At 
At 
At 
At  
+ 
where CON = NRe * Qt/4. 
However, cone of these operations are vector since the in the operations indi- 
cated a-pe not stored consecutively. However, if the step is taken implicit in the 
x-direction, the following computations for C1 are obtained: 
C1 = 
34 
At 
At 
At 
At 
AI . -  
COX- 
CON 
CON 
CON 
CON . -  
* 
1 
-- 
f 
All these operations are vector operatiuns :or 9 stored as indicated, The con- 
clusion is that for the assumed implicitness in the x-direction, it Is necessary that the 
two-dimensional array of and 1: variables be stored by columns of the grid. The 
opposite is true when the implicitness is in the y-direction. This last fact forces a 
rearrangement of the PSI array each time the direction is alternated. The rearrange- 
ment is a fairly expensive task but is necessary in using this vectorhation of the AD1 
method. Note that in the discussion of Stone's algorithm, the opposite correlation between 
direction of implicitness and direction of storage is desirable. 
It should be pointed out that the rearrangement of the vectors is not only expensive 
computational!y, it  ak-3 could be slowed considerably because of the paging system of 
storage in the STAR complter. Information is brought from the disk to core in pages. 
If, in one sweep, a row of vorticities is on one page, then a column is on many different 
~ 3 s .  The neceesiiy to bring many pages in and out of core to reference a column repre- 
sents an overheaci to the rearrzngement that 16 not shown in the vector t h i n g s  and could 
be quite significant. 
meth%i preser?ted in appendix C more readable: 
same code can be used for the solution in both directions. 
The following comn;ents help to make the STAR FOM" coding for the AD1 
(1) F%y inserting just a small bit of logic and changing a few signs, essenFally the 
(2) Two arrays DER1 and DER2 are used to s tore  the 1;1 derivatives. 
DEFt2(1) = PSI(1 + 1) - PSI(1 - l j  * CON 
DERl(1) = PSI(1 + N) - PSI(1 - N) * CON 
where, when implicit in x-direction, 
NRe " 
4 
CON I -
and when Zmplicit in y-direction, 
N&At CON.: -- 
4 
Therefore, when implicit in x-direction, 
NReh At 
2 DER2(I) = -- qym 
4. 
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Mer the rearrangement of the  + vector for the implicitness in the y-direction 
-NReh At  
DER20) = -- q I )  2 
-NReh At  
2 DERl(1) = -- +,(I) 
(3) When the 3rts are stored by cohmns of the grid, the DER arrays do not 
include the left and right boundaries. The tcp and bottom values are computed only 
because it is desirable to do the computation on long vectors (vectors which include all 
the interior grid points). 
(4) All two-dimensional FORTRAN arrays are assumed to be stored consecutively 
by columns so that vhen they are used in computation, only implied DO in the first index 
generates vector code. 
(5) Since Thomas' algorithm in the scalar form only requires At+ly C!i+ly Ri+l 
after computation is finished with Ai, Ciy Rip it is possible to have just one A, C, and 
R vector at each step of the algorithm. 
Qj and P are compated withadivision by w Since (6) In Thomas' algorithm, 
vector division is slow compared with multiplication, the two divisions have been repuced 
with two multiplications by I/w 
j f' 
j. 
Vectorization of Alternating Direction Implicit Method 
Using Stone's Algorithm 
Stone has proposed a parallel algorithm (RD) for the direct solution GI a tridiagonal 
system of equations. He notes that in the factorization of the matrix A iiito the product 
of a lower triangular matrix L and an upper triangular matrix U, the resulting equa- 
tions are recursive and of the form xi = bixi-l + cixi-2 for the factorization and 
xi = bixi-l f ci for the forward and back substitutions. These operations involve O(n) 
calculations when done serially. Stone uses recursive doubling to perform the calcula- 
tions in loga n vector operations. Recursive doubling is the effective subdivision of 
work in a task into subtasks which have similar form. A simple example i:; the calcula- 
tion of the sum of n numbers. This is merely 5 in the sequence given ~y 
xI = al; xi = xi-l + ai where i = 2, 3, . . .: n. The calculating sequence is illustrated 
as follows for n = 4: 
Initially, 
x = f j  aq 
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x =  a3 '1- 
a4 
a2 
a3 "I = 
r a l i  i 
a2 + a3 
a3 ..'..i + a4 
a 
The computation of the vector order of calculation provides some interesting results 
and are presented here for the summation problem. Let n = 2l. The first step of the 
parallel algorithm is a vector add of lenglh n - 1; the second step is an add of length 
n - 2; the third step is an add of n - 4; and the kth at- is a vector add of n - ak-l. 
There are P = log2 n such steps. Therefore, the average vector length is given by 
1-1 
= f C (n - 2") = -[nt I - ( 2 1  - 11 
log2 k=O 'og2 n 
log2 n 'og2 n 
1 n(log2 n - I) + 1 = -(n log2 n - n + I) = 
8 Now as n gets increasingly large, NA - n. Thus, the vector order of computation 
I 
is cn(log2 n) for a t a s k  w!&h is O(n! serially. This means that work which is 
O(" logz n) 2s being done in the vector mode and, although each computation is being done 
more quickly in the vector mode, there will be some value of n for which this approach 
is not beneficial and can be beaten ever. with scalar coding. 
Table III contains the esti-mated timing for the solation for one tridiagonal system 
with N equations uskg  scalar coding and recursive doubling. Sc-alar coding is seen to 
be faster than the parallel algorithm for very small  systems (N < 32) and €or very large 
systems (N > 8192). This is not very surprising, For large values of N, the O(N logz N) 
order of work in the vector mode takes longer than the O N  scalar order of work. When 
the vectors are short, the startup time for the vector operations is important and acccunts 
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for the ratio in that region. Even in the region where Stone's algorithm is faster, ft is 
only slightly better since once the vectors get long enough to make the startup less impor- 
tant, the higher order of work is being felt. It is concluded that although the recursive 
doubling approach i s  probably effective OF, a computer such as the ILLLAC W, its advan- 
tages on the STAR complter are much less. ' 
The recwqive doubling formulas for the solution of the tridiagmal system are not 
easklf presented. A detailed analysis is presented in refereme 7 as well as a FORTRAN- 
like algorithm for carrying out the procedure. That algorithm has been used in appen- 
dix D with the assumption of a capability of zem and negative indices. 
An interesting feature of the vectorization process for this approach is that the 
desired relationship between direction of implicitness and the storing of the variables is 
the exact opposite from that desired for the RT vectorization. Here, since vector oper- 
ations involve the coefficients of the particular t r i d i a g o d  system being solved, it is 
desired that the unknowns for that line be stored consecutively, For example, in solving 
implicitly in the y-direction, it is necessary that PSE = kl, q2, q3, . . ., @4d 
because here the vectar 
C =  
At' 
A t  
At 
At 
At 
* 
and all computations involve STAR vectors for PSI as indicated. 
Results of Vectorized Methods 
TaKe IV gives a summary of the vectorizations for the four methods. BR and PI 
both -de optimal degree vectorizations. Of the two AD1 vectorizations, clearly the 
ve,.torization using repeated tasks RT is better. Table V gives a summary of the 
t'.mings for the several vectorized methods. The graph of these formulas, as a function 
c d  n, appears in figure 8. Since 3 R  was the minimum for all n, each time has been 
.wrxralized to a value of 1.0 for BR. Again, it should be emphasized that this graph 
:eflects only the amount of time required to perform one step of the various algorithms 
,nd does not include corivergence rates. 
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The gkph reflects the following interesting conce,ots refated to the vedorizations: 
( 1 ) T h e h a t i o o f t h e t w  AD1 methodsto BR varieswith L. Thistypeofvaria- 
tion does not exist for a serial computation where the ratio is a constant. This variation 
is, of course, due to the different degrees of vectorization obtakable in the methods. 
tion in the method. Recall from an earlier discussion that the effect of the degree of 
vectorization on timing is most significant when n is small. 
@)As n-- , the value of RT/BR becomes nearly constant. This constant is 
just the ratio of the high-order terms in the timing. (See table V.) 
(4) The ratio PI/BR is essentially constant since both PI and SR are n2 
degree vectorizations. 
(5) ST has the general shape of the tridiagonal timings computed earlier. When 
n is small, ST Is greater due to the weak vectorization ( n/logz n). As n gets 
larger, this fact becomes l~ s s  important, but then the inconsistency of the vectorization 
(n2 10g2 n term) begins to dominate. 
It is clear that RT would be superior to ST for ail n regardless of conver- 
gence rates s h e  they are vectorizations of the same method. The choice between the 
others, of course, w i l l  be influenced by the total number of steps required to reach steady 
state. Table VI. presents the predicted normalized c o m p t e r  run time of the three best 
vectorizations for the grid sizes for which the number of steps to convergence (table I) 
are known. It is of interest to note that ADI, which was the fastest serial  method, is 
now the slowest with respect to the STAR computer. The PI and BR -iectorizations 
are the fastest and are nearly equivalent since the longer time per iteration of PI has 
been offset by its fewer steps to convergence. It should be noted that if the trend shown 
in table I in going from n = 13 to n = 27 continues (that is, as n doubled, each method 
took about four times as many steps), AD1 with RT w i l l  approach the other two in 
STAR timing since i ts  vectorization becomes relatively better as n - 00. (See fig. 8,) 
However, as n gets large, the poor program locality referred to earlier becomes more 
important even though it doesn't show up in the timings. 
(2) The greater values of RT, when n is small, are due to the poorer vectoriza- 
Although it is currently impossible to say how important this effect might be, an 
alternative is suggested for the AD1 here to offset this effect should it prove to be large. 
The poor program locality is caused by the need to transpose the vorticity and stream 
function values. If this can be avoided, then so is the locality problem. It is recalled 
from the discussion of the two AD1 vectorizations that AD1 with RT required 
storage of the grid opposite to the direction of implicitness, whereas AD1 with ST 
required storage in the same direction of implicitness. The following algorithm may 
be worth considering for the ADI: Let the grid be stored columnwise. 
29 
(1) At step 2K + 1, let the implicitness be in the x-dlrection. Use  the RT 
(2) At step 2K + 2, let the implicitness be in the y-direction. Then, use ST or 
scalar solution of the tridhgonal system, or whichever tridiagcnal solver proves best to 
solve each column individually. (Note that even with using the scalar code to solve the 
systems, some vectorization is present since the coefficients in the matrix equation can 
be computed in the vector streaming mxie.) 
vectorization. 
(3) Go to step (1). 
The necessity for the transpose has been removed &., hence, the locality has been 
improved. Also, a costly operation (8n2) has been eliminated from the timings for the 
method, The timing for such a metlmd would be approximately the average of the two 
AD1 vectorizations minus 8x12 for the transpose operation. 
From the viewpoint of seeing as many facets of the vectorization process as pos- 
sible, the following benefits were obtained from this study of a specified fluid flow 
problem: 
partial implicitization (PI)) and the importance of control vectors in achieving this 
op thd i ty .  
problem (solving a ser ies  of tridiagcnal systems of equations): 
(1) Examples of optimal vectorizations (Brailovskaya's method (3R) and method of 
(2) Examples of two completely different approaches to vectorizing a sequential 
(a) The first approach (ST) uses a new mathematical algorithm by Stone to 
induce vectorization. It also demonstrates the effect of an inconsistent vectorization on 
the STAR computer, 
(b) The second approach (RT) takes advantage of the repeated and independent 
nature of the task to obtaki the vectorhation using the usual serial algorithm. Both 
approaches serve to illustrate the importance of data management. 
advantageous on the STA?? computer. 
(3) An example of a new method (that is, PI) whose theoretical properties are most 
(4) A feeling, in an order of magnitude sense, for the effect of different degrees of 
(5) The dependence on the number of grid points of the relative efficiency of the 
vectorization. 
several  methods. 
30 
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(6) A suggested approach to eLimfnate the locality problem in the alternating direc- 
tion implicit method (ADI). 
Although it is not reasonable to draw global conclusions about results generated 
from only one pmblem for only three different grid sizes, some conclusions can be 
reached about the three methods (BR, PI, and RT) for this problem. In a comparison 
of the two stable (theoretically) methods, PI prformed almost as well as AD1 as 
regards number of steps and since the vectorization is better for a small number of grid 
lines in each direction and has no IocaLity problems for a large number of grid lines in 
each direction, PI would be preferred. PI has a slight advantage over BR in the 
vectorized form but BR w i l l  be easier to adapt for less re&kr,regions. However, 
the theoreti- stability cinracteristics of PI makes it  an interesting method to con- 
sider for use with the STAR computer. 
Langley Research Center, 
National Aeronautics and Space Administration, 
Hampton, Va., March 29, 1974. 
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APPENDIX A 
A STAR CODING FOR TKE BRAILOVSKAYA METHOD 
The program U t h g  for BraUovskaya% method is presented in thb appendix and 
uses an assumed F’ORTRAN-LLke language with extensions for vector cyerations. 
C 
C BRALLOVSKAYA H-TWIC 
C 
C A ONE-IJIHE~USICINLD VECTOR IS USED 
C 
C LO A € S U L l  V O W l I C l T Y  VECTOR A T  IIPE, 1 
C 28AR I N T E k H c U I A T t  R f S U L T  VECTOR 
c z  RESULT VECTOR A T  T X M t r  T + D E L T  
C NSU TUThL N U H b t R  OF E t t H E h T S  EN VECTOR lINCLUDES B W N O A k I t S ~  
c h r.(UMaE% C.F rLiAEPJTS IN O N t  CELUPN OF GRXD 
t 62 t ) I T  CONTROL V E C T W  WHiCH PROHIelTS STORAGE DN BOUNf fARIE i  
C THL t d3UfJDAAIES AI(E COMPUTED F I R S T ,  WHEN THE X Y T E R I C A  L ELEMENTS 
C ARC COMPUTcD EL ODES NOT A L i t W  THE NEW Z ELEHENTS TO BE STOP.ED 
C PSI 3TREI.M F U N L 7 I G N  VECTCk 
C TEHPv T Z v  T3 A R t  TEMPORARY VECTORS USED I N  THE CALCULATICNS 
C H  = 1/ ( N-1) 
C 
C A r  T H ~  C)-JIJNDARIES 
OIHEYSIOX L l N j O I *  L J ( N S Q J r  ZSAR(NS0lr PSLtNSOit TEMPWSOI 
8 t T  B Z ( l r S 0 )  
1 9 T Z t k S U ) ,  T 5 t P ‘ S d )  
C 
C COMPUTE C’JNSTakTS 
C 
HS4 H*H 
t3N1 5 D c L T / H S d  
CON3 R * O E L T I  (4,J*HSQJ 
CJN5 - 2 .0 I l iSd  
N M l = Y - 1  
C 
C COMPUTE S F F S t T S  
C 
C SEGlNNtNG S U n S L R I P T  
ti3 = N + 1  
wc = N+Z 
HA * Y + 3  
MR * MC+N 
NC = (N-l)*k L 
Nn = X+l 
Nn = kYi+h( 
hL * YC-N 
C ENOLNS SUBSChIFT  
~d = r g c - i  
133 CONTLNUE 
C 
I C  
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A STAR CODING FOR THE METHOD OF PARTIAL I M P L I C ~ T I O N  
The program listing for the method of partial implicitizztion is presented in this 
appendix and uses an assumed FORTRAN-like language with extensions for vector 
operations. 
C 
34 
APPENDIX B - Continued 
t 
f 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
HETHOO JF PAATIAL f H P L l C l T l Z A T t Q N  
ONE-Dl.1ENS 10Hc'il VECTOR IS USEE 
20 dESULT VORTLCITY VECTOR MT T I P E .  T 
N NUMBCR UF tL tMENTS IN ONE CCLUHN I;F GRID 
FJZ TOTAL N?)14dEk JF E L Z Y t N T S  IN VECTOR N**2 + 2N 
2 RESULT VECTOR b r  r x Y t .  r + C E L T  
(Lh'CLIIDtS r)OJNOARIES DhO DPPENCED COLUMNS) 
PSl 5TdEk.M FUuJCTILjN VECTOR 
ti 
0x1 DY I U t  E t  GI HI TEMP A K p  A l t  A M T & N ~ O  t OZhf lM I 4RUM rEYPQRARY VECTgRS USED A S  
Jf &SIT C~3iJTdL)L VZCTUR WCHICH P R O H I B I T S  STORAGE ON THE BOUNDARIES 
= 1/ ( rJ-1 b 
rERMS IN ThE GEhEnAL C C U A T I C N  
THL L t 3 O U N D 4 Q l i S  AKE CUHPUTEC F I R S T ,  WhEN TPE INTERIOR 2 ELEYENTS 
AT T h L  hOtI?JOAkiES 
A b €  C(lkPUIE3 t ) L  U3ES NOT 4LLOk THL kEW 2 ELEHENTS TO BE STOPED 
D I H i N S I r J r r  2 t  q.2) 9 L 9 t W )  T C M P I h L )  . D Y f N 2  b 9 D X f  N Z f r  Df '42) t5 fN21 r G ( P I Z 1 , H f  N2)t 
1 A&( N2 1 9 VL t i d  6 f 9 14 M i ikL 1 , A h  4 ;42f 9 ( 1  t tJ S 1 9 OEIUOMt N2 1 A tW4 ( NZ ) 
L r U L ( ~ Z ) t ~ Z l ~ ~ ) r J Z 1 N L J  rhZ(YL)tCE(NZjtHG(NZ) 
B I T  S L [ > t 1 )  
C COHPUTS I F F S r T S  
5 .  
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APPEND= C 
A S T A R  CODING FOR THE ALTERNATING DIRECTION 
IMPLICIT METHOD BY REPEATED TASKS 
The program Listing for AD1 by repeated tasks is presented f.r this Zppendfx and 
uses an assumed FORTRAN-Like language with extensions for vector operatiom,. 
C 
C 831 B Y  R E P t A T E O  TASKS 
C 
C PSC S T k E t Y  F U N C T I U N  VECTOk 
G L V O K T I l C I T Y  VECTOR kLH CuHPtTING 
C U t R l r D E R L  P S I  ULTIV4TIVL VECTCRS 
C A t d r C r I )  t S C k F l C I N T S  IN Y b T R I X  ECUATICN 
C 13 IS A CLFJSTAhT 
C Lit F rd  TLAP VECTURS A S  IK THONAS 4LG 
C 1 T I 4 P 3 K k a Y  FOR UORTIC I T Y  
c 
t N NUHdcR OF INTERIQR MESH PTS I N  1 L lNF 
C rt  R E Y M L 3 S  iriUi4t)ER 
C H SPI \T I  AL G R I  J SPACING 
C 51 T I 4 5  STCP 
U I  MENS LON PS I ( f i r  M B 9 2 ( M I  V J  9 OER 1 I M I  k CERZl Nr N) r 
1 A ( N I r C f t t ) r t l ( : J l  tiJ(N) r F  (N-IrNJ rG(h,kJ r T ( N r N 3  
LOGILAL CGLhnlSE 
nswrf +H 
CUN=dT*R/4. 
CGNlZ-2. /HSQ 
a=-2. *DT--HSQ 
k P 1  = N+1 
H = N + 2  
Im 1=1t-1 
C 3W= 
C3LWl SEsoT.  
2 0 * LIT-ii S tJ 
C 
C C3LWISix.T- X e P L I E S  P S I r L  STOREC EY CCLS 3F GRID 
C Tti'JSr I Y P L L C L T  I N  X-DIRECTKQN 
C 
C 
C 
C P S X r L  S T C l R r U  O Y  t i R 1 - I  C l lLS  
C Z ( 2 : ~ J P l r l )  4 5 F i A S  T U  F I H S T  C K I C  COLUHh 
c 
I1 C J N T  I !.(Ut 
C C3f4PdTE 6;d\or \KY VALL!ES UF L 
1F ( o h C T o  C J L i t I b E J  GO T U  10 
c 
Z ( L : 'JP 1 9 1 I =C C:3 1* PS t ( 2 :N P i 
21 L : J P L V X J = C L J ~ J I * P S I  : Z  : # + P I  r ' 4 P t )  
UJ 5 J = L r Y P i  
Z (  L r J )  =CC.JI*PS I ( 2 9 J  I 
2 ( M p J J =-LUNL * ( A-PS I I 4  ( IJP 11 J J I 
GU ? \ I  9 
L 1 
5 
* 
i 
I 
i 
1 
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i t 
I 
I. 
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L 
! 
I 
i 
i 
C 
t 
C 
C 
G 
C 
G 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
38 
i 
IF CL)N GT 0 T r S T  FJR CCNVERGENCE 
CALL PUISSOlv SULVER T'J G E T .  F S i  
GO TO 11 
EN 0 
-r rr- I 
APPENDIX D 
A STAR CODING FOR TEE: ALTERNATING DlRECTION 
IMPLICIT METHOD USING STONE'S ALGORITXM 
The program listing for AD1 using Stone's algorithm is presented in this appendix 
and uses an assumed FORTRAN-Like language with extensions for vector operations. 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
c U 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
t 
C 
c' 
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f 
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C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
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APPENDIX D - Continued 
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C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
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TABLE L- SERIAL COMPUTER RFSULTS . 
Number Time steps CDC 6600 CPU Total 
steps AD1 time steps sec sec  
Method n time normalized by time per step, CPU time, 
- 
13 136 2.83 0.0165 2.24 
BR 20 4 14 3.23 .037 15.3% 
27 560 2.86 .065 36.4 
1 I 
13 57 
PI 20 152 
27 223 
1.19 
1.19 
1.14 
0.036 
.083 
.142 
2.05 
12.62 
31.67 
128 5.25 
196 .075 14.7 
I I I I I I I 
I 27 Not computed 
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TABLE II.- ESTIMATZD TIMINGS FOR STAR 
64-BIT VECTOR OPERA'IXNTS 
f Operation I Time in clocks 1 
Add, subtract 
Multiply 
Divide 
T1:ansmit 
Transmit index list 
33 + f  
30 + E  
2 
34 + a' 
TABLE IIL- RECURSNE DOUBLING AND SCALAE?, TIMINGS 
FOR TRIDIAGONAL SYSTEM 
Recursive doubling: 
Tm = 15NA log2 n + 9.5n - 10NA +- C51 log2 n - 3 
Scalar coding: 
TS = 19On 
n 8 16 32 64 128 256 512 1024 2048 4096 8192 16384' 
1og2n 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 
Tm/TS 1.5 1.1 0.86 0.72 0.67 0.66 0.70 0.75 0.81 0.88 0.95 1.03 
.t 
I 
? 
TABLE IV.- SUMMARY OF VECTORIZATIONS 
45 
I 
TABLE V.- TIMINGS lQR THE VECTORIZATXNS 
i 
~. -.* .- . . . , 
‘t 
TABLE VI.- PREDICTED NORMALIZED 
STAR COMPUTER RUN TIMET 
AD1 with RT 
414 295 448 
560 430 612 
~ A I I  entries = (NO. steps) * (Normalized 
time per ste,p) 
47 
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# =  0 N R e =  LOO I 
Figure 1.- Geometry and equations €or specified problem. 
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Figure 2.- Program flow chart. 
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Figure 3.- Representative derivation of t boundary conditions. 
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. .. 
X Original nonzero element 
1 Fill from elimination d first n variables 
f t--X c x x  
x x x  I 
x x x  i 
x x x  
x X I  
X I 
I X  f 
1 1 x  I 
1 1 l l X  . 
l l l X  I 
X X X I ~ ~ ~  x 
1 x x x 1 1 .  X 
X 
- 
1111 
x 1  1 -- x i 1  
I X  
i 
I 
i 
L 
1 X X X l '  
1 1  x x x  t 
1 1  L X X  I -- 
I X  
X i x  
I X X 
-1 
I 
I 
-1 
I 
I 
x x  I X  
x x x  1 x x x x  I X 
e * * a  
e e a e  
I x  x--- - 
l x  I x x x  
I x I x x x  
: x i - - - -  tx x x 
e 
Figure 4.- Banded system with fully implicit method (FI) after elimination of 
first n variables. 
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0 1 1 1 
0 1 1 I 
0 1 1 1 
0 1 1 1 
0 0 0 0 
(a) Grid arrangement. 
Fig . 5.- Grid arrangement and bit control vector for 
(b) Bit control vector. 
Brailovskaya's method (BR) for n 
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0 0 0 
1 1 0 
1 1 0 
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1 1 0 
1 1 0 
0 0 0  
= 5. 
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(a) Grid arrangement, (b) Bit control vector. 
Figure 6.- Grid arrangement and bit control vector for method of partial implicitization (PI) for n - 5, 
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Figure 7.- Vectorization of alternating direction implicit method (ADI) by repeated Wks (RT). 
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Figure 8.- Vectorized time per step. 
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